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TEAM NURSING

Supporting a Caregiver’s Passion for Patient Care
Staff working as a team for patient calls, pain assessment, wound care,
and patient rounds
The Provider 790 nurse call systems gives patients ‘peace of mind’
because they know their caregivers will visit them regularly and respond
quickly to their calls. Provider 790
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Staff Teams for a Timely Response to Patients
With the Provider 790 system, staff are assigned to their patients
in teams and notified of patient calls over their wireless smart
phone, SIP phone, or pocket pager. When a patient places a
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Patient Rounds, Wound Care and Pain Assessment
Supporting teambased nursing with:
• Wireless event
notification

Provider 790’s rounding and reminder features automatically
alert caregivers to visit and revisit their patients within a set
time period. Staff have the option of a reoccurring reminder
for applications such as pain
assessment and wound care or
a onetime self-reminder. When
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activity display on the facility’s
LAN also alert caregivers to an
expired rounding or reminder. All of these display and alerting
options support a timely response to patient rounding.
If the patient is uncomfortable before the
pain assessment period expires, they can
notify their caregiver directly by using the
“PAIN” call button.

Your Comprehensive Team Nursing Solution
With Provider 790, your facility’s caregiver teams are continuously
connected to their patients and each other. The rounding and
alerting functions route within the team for the fastest response to
patient needs, while wireless alerting options minimize disruptive
overhead pages. Patient requests and streamlined staff team
interaction is just a button press away.

To learn more about Provider 790’s team nursing options,
call Jeron at 1-800-621-1903 or visit us at www.jeron.com
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